Each week we offer radio programs which are of very special interest to many of our listeners. If you haven't picked up on them yet, give a try. KO SCOPE is Sunday nights at 10 p.m. to 11:30 p.m., with Joyce Yu, Bill Tilton and M. E. Kendall; two-way talk radio when you can ask questions or provide comments to studio guests. Others include CELEBRATION Sunday mornings at 7 a.m.; INSIGHT Sunday afternoon at 5:30 p.m.; and the NATIVE AMERICAN PROGRAM Sunday night at a new time, starting at 9:30 p.m.

The radio program which generates the most mail we get is MOTHER EARTH NEWS, heard weekday mornings at 3:30 a.m. and 6:20 a.m. "Your Mother" gives unique kinds of consumer tips on how to make natural kinds of foods, how to save energy, how to start a business of your own and how to live more simply and naturally by relying on what "mother Earth" supplies us. Reprints of particular programs are available from MOTHER.